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the former as "disk responses" and the latter as "annulus responses". The eccentricity 120 axis was derived independently, based on the template. 121 122 123 In areas of cortex defined by the template as responsive to eccentricities covered 138 by the disc, we see a high amplitude disc responses. At eccentricities defined as near the 139 disc boundary (2º radius), the phase sign reverses and we see annulus responses. There 140 are significant responses at all eccentricities covered by the stimulus, except for the sign 141 reversal region, where voxels responding to the disc and the annulus, 180º out of phase, 142 are likely mixed together. The eccentricity of the sign reversal is slightly biased towards 143 the periphery (about the size of the separation between sub-ROIs, 0.25º), but otherwise 144 the pattern of results indicates that the template-based procedure allows us to accurately 145 localize the eccentricity of the contrast-defined boundary in retinotopic cortex. The 180º 146 phase reversal can also be directly observed in the whole-brain analysis of the contrast 147 condition ( Figure 6A ), which plots the vector-averaged phase across all participants. 148
While the contrast condition alternated a disc and an annulus, the motion and 149 disparity conditions alternated figure-ground and a uniform field configurations. The dots 150 updated dynamically at 20 Hz throughout each block. In the disparity condition, they 151 were temporally uncorrelated across updates, and thus did not generate monocular cues to 152 form. In the motion case, the dots were temporally correlated with a long lifetime. The 153 global structure of the displays (uniform vs segmented) updated at 2 Hz, alternating 154 between left-and rightwards movement in the motion condition, and between the fixation 155 plane (0 arcmin), and a position behind fixation (uncrossed disparity, 20 arcmin) in the 156 disparity condition. The disc and annulus region alternated in anti-phase during the A 157 block, and in phase during the B block. Importantly, absolute motion and absolute 158 disparity were updating at 2 Hz during both A and B blocks, but only the A block 159 generated relative motion and disparity cues that give rise to a figure boundary. The 160 design and corresponding Fourier analysis yields the differential response and thus allows 161 us to isolate responses driven by the presence of relative motion/disparity discontinuity, 162 the segmented figure surface or some combination of the two from absolute 163 motion/disparity responses. 164
The overall response amplitudes in the motion and disparity conditions were 5-10 165 times weaker than in the contrast condition, but there were nonetheless significant 166 activations at multiple eccentricities. For both motion and disparity, positive amplitudes 167 indicate stronger responses to the A block in which the figure and surround were 168 segmented ("figure responses"), while negative amplitudes indicate stronger responses to 169 the B block in which a uniform field was perceived ("uniform responses"). For motion 170 (see Figure 2B ), we saw figure responses at the disc-annulus boundary, which persisted 171 beyond the extent of the disc by 1º in V1 and V2, and even further in V3. There were also 172 figure responses inside the disc region, which were most prominent in V2 and V3. This 173 result indicates that we can detect responses to a figure boundary defined by relative 174 motion in all three early visual areas. Surprisingly, we also saw uniform responses at 175 eccentricities > 4.5º, which were significant in all visual areas, although less consistently 176 in V1. This results indicates that when the boundary is present, responses in the region 177 outside the boundary are weaker than when the boundary is not present. This is likely due 178 to suppression of the surround when the boundary is present, rather than surround-179 exclusive enhancement of responses when the field is uniform. The lack of consistent 180 suppression in V1 may be due to insufficient sensitivity of our method. 181 In the disparity condition (see Figure 2C ), we did not measure significant figure 188 responses in V1 or V2 -although V2 responses at the boundary were positively signed, 189 they were clearly not significant (lowest p = 0.445). In V3 by contrast, there were 190 significant figure responses starting at the boundary and extending to ~0.5º outside the 191 boundary. We also saw significant uniform responses in all early visual areas, which, as 192 for the motion condition, are consistent with suppression that occurs during the A block 193 when the boundary is present, but not in the B block when the field is uniform. 194
These results suggest an interesting dichotomy: Among the early visual areas, we 195 only see evidence for responses to a figure boundary defined by relative disparity in V3, 196 while all three early visual areas have evidence of suppression when the disparity-defined 197 boundary is present. Relative suppression of surround-region responses may be due to 198 feedback from higher cortical areas, driven by top-down attentional selection. Spatial 199 attention can modulate BOLD responses in all early visual areas, including V1 38-40 . In 200
Experiment 2, we directly tested the hypothesis that the suppression is due to attention-201 driven feedback. 202 Experiment 2 used the same parameters as the relative disparity condition in 203 Experiment 1, except that attention was now directed away from the stimulus via an 204 orthogonal task presented at fixation (see the 'Visual stimuli' section in the Methods). 205
Under these conditions, we measured significant figure responses in V3, but not in V1 206 and V2, replicating results from Experiment 1 (see Figure 3 ). A single uniform response 207 reached significance at the inner-most eccentricity in V2, but given the lack of spatial 208 correspondence with the stimulus boundary and absence of any other trends in the V2 209 data, we consider this type 1 error. Importantly, we saw no evidence of a uniform 210 response indicating suppression anywhere in any of the early visual cortex ROIs. This 211 result support our hypothesis that the uniform response we saw in the surround region in 212 Experiment 1 was due to top-down attentional suppression of the surround. Note that the 213 figure-region response extended even further beyond the figure (~1.5º) than it did in 214 Experiment 1 (~0.5º), perhaps due to a reduction of the negatively signed uniform 215 responses in the surround. Our results also support the conclusion that the sensitivity of 216 area V3 to a relative disparity-defined boundary that we measure as positively signed 217 responses is not strongly dependent on attention. 218 
221
The shaded areas on the plots indicate condition ✕ sub-ROI combinations that were significant at α = 0.05.
222
The color of the text for the ROI names matches the ROI colors on Figures 4 and 6. The relative disparity 223 condition shown here was identical to the one used in Experiment 1 (see Figure 2C In both the motion-and disparity-defined form conditions, all significant 234 activations were positively signed. This is consistent either with positive-sign activations 235 generated by the figure overcoming any negative-sign activations that may have occurred 236 in a subset of voxels within a given ROI, or a lack of negative-sign activation. We 237 distinguished three response patterns: areas that only had significant responses (p < 0.05; 238 indicated with shaded areas in Figure 4 ) to the motion-defined figure (hV4, TO1), areas 239 that only had significant responses to the disparity-defined figure (PHC1, PHC2, IPS1, 240 IPS2) and areas that had significant responses to both (V3B, LO1, LO2, IPS0, IPS3). Our 241 results suggest a clear functional distinction between V3B and nearby area V3A, which 242 has no significant responses. Motion generated stronger responses than disparity in V3 243 (see Figure 2 ), but this was less pronounced among the higher-level areas: Both V3B, 244 IPS0 and IPS3 had nearly identical responses to the two conditions. 245 
253

Effect of attention on disparity-defined figure activations outside of early visual cortex 254
We now ask if the areas that were sensitive to a disparity-defined figure boundary 255 in Experiment 1, were also significant in Experiment 2, when attention was directed away 256 from the stimulus via an orthogonal task at fixation. We found that responses persisted in 257 areas V3B and LO1, but not in LO2 and IPS0-3 (see Figure 5 ), suggesting that 258 activations in these latter areas depend on attention. Note that we were unable to probe 259 PCH1 and 2 as these ROIs that were not covered by the fMRI acquisition protocol used 260 in Experiment 2. hV4 also had a significant response (p = 0.008), which we did not see in 261
Experiment 1 (p = 0.893). This difference in activation patterns could occur if hV4 has 262 negative-sign, attention-dependent surround activations that cancel out the positive-sign 263 figure activations. Our eccentricity analysis of early visual cortex demonstrated that these 264 negatively-signed attention-driven effects are eliminated when top-down attention is 265 controlled in Experiment 2. It is likely that the same thing is happening in hV4, 266 eliminating the cancellation and revealing the positive-sign activations. 267 
276
Whole brain analysis 277
A surface-based alignment approach was used to visualize vector-averaged 278 responses to the conditions in Experiment 1, across all of cortex, including regions 279 outside our set of ROIs. The results of these analyses were largely consistent with the 280 sub-ROI and whole-ROI analyses, and we will only describe them briefly. 281
We plot the phase of the vector-averaged response, thresholded by significance. 282
Blue colors indicate responses in phase with the A block, while orange colors indicate 283 responses to the B block. For the contrast condition (see Figure 6A ), the reversal of the 284 phase sign from disc responses to annulus responses between low and high eccentricities, 285 described in the sub-ROI analysis (see Figure 2A ) can be clearly observed in early visual 286
areas. 287
For motion, we see clear evidence in early visual cortex of both the figure region 288 response at low eccentricities ( Figure 6B , blue colors) and uniform responses consistent 289 with the suppression of the surround (orange colors) that was described in the sub-ROI 290 analysis. We also see figure responses that cover most dorsolateral ROIs and extend 291 anteriorly and ventrally beyond the ROIs. In correspondence with the whole-ROI analysis 292 (see Figure 4 ), we also see figure responses in IPS0, IPS3, and hV4, but not in V3A. 293 
307
For disparity, we again see uniform 308 responses consistent with suppression in early 309 visual cortex (see Figure 6C , orange colors). It is 310 worth noting that for both motion and disparity, 311 there is little evidence of suppression outside of 312 early visual cortex, at least within our ROIs. We 313 do not see evidence of figure responses in V3, 314 likely because the surface-based alignment 315 approach is less sensitive than the sub-ROI 316 analysis (see Figure 2 ). We do see figure  317 responses in V3B, LO1, and LO2 and several 318 IPS areas, but not in TO1 and V3A, in 319 correspondence with the whole-ROI analysis (see 320 Figure 4 ). 321 322
Discussion 323
We find evidence for representations of relative 324 motion-defined figure boundaries in all early 325 visual areas, and evidence for an analogous 326 representation defined by relative disparity at least as early as V3, largely consistent with 327 prior work in macaque 22,23 . In these areas, the activation patterns for both cues reflect the 328 visual field topography of the stimulus, including a region of enhanced responses at or 329 near the figure boundary, surrounded by suppressed responses in the ground region. We 330 measure significant suppression associated with relative disparity in all early visual areas, 331 but enhancement only reaches significance in V3, which may be due to lack of sensitivity 332 of our method. 333
This pattern of results suggests that early visual areas go beyond simple edge-detection as 334 reported previously in macaque V2 23 , and maintain representations related to the 335 perceptual organization of the stimulus into figure and ground regions, as has been 336 suggested for disparity on the basis of other single-unit recordings in macaque V2 24 . 337
Outside of early visual areas, we found areas that are sensitive to relative motion 338 (TO1), relative disparity (PHC1, PHC2, IPS1, IPS2) or both (V3, hV4, LO1, LO2, V3B, 339 IPS0, IPS3). Areas that are jointly selective contain candidate substrates for integrating 340 these two cues. Ban and colleagues 1 found evidence of integration of motion and 341 disparity in V3B/KO, but not in any of the other five areas that we find to be sensitive to 342 both cues. In Experiment 2, when attention was directed away from the stimulus using a 343 letter task at fixation, disparity tuning was eliminated in a subset of the areas (LO2, IPS0-344
3), indicating that in those areas, sensitivity to disparity depends on attention. In V3, hV4, 345 V3B and LO1, disparity tuning was independent of attention. 346
We observed stronger responses to relative motion compared to relative disparity 347 in early visual areas (see Figure 2 ), but this difference was less pronounced in higher-348 level areas. This result is consistent with the 'single-cue' classification accuracies 349 reported by Ban and colleagues, which are greater for motion than disparity in early 350 visual areas, but more comparable in higher-level areas 1 . In some areas, their 'single cue' 351 classification accuracies are above-chance for stimuli that do not produce significant 352 responses in our data, most prominently in V1, V2 (disparity) and V3A (motion and 353 disparity). It may be that in those cases, the classifier is picking up tuning for absolute 354 motion and disparity 1 , which was controlled in our experiment design. Thus, the pattern 355
of results in our current study and the study by Ban and colleagues 1 suggest that V3A is 356 sensitive to absolute, but not relative, motion and disparity, while neighboring V3B is 357 sensitive to relative motion and disparity. 358
Relative disparity processing has been associated with the "canonical macaque 359 ventral stream" leading from V4 to IT 41-43 . We find hV4 to be responsive to relative 360 disparity as well as relative motion cues, which is consistent with reports that macaque 361 V4 is sensitive to both relative disparity 26, 27, 44 , and relative motion 45 The center-surround configuration we used lends itself to the detection of 392 alternate-sign activations because eccentricity is mapped systematically on the cortical 393 surface in the foveal confluence-region of early visual cortex 54 . A suggestion of negative-394 sign or "out-of-phase" BOLD activation was present in the disparity data of Parker and 395
Bridge 55 , but their use of rotating wedge-shaped stimuli complicated its visualization and 396 measurement. Negative-sign activation has also been observed with a display in which a 397 second-order figure region (a bar) was defined by temporal transients 56 . Negative-sign 398 activation was found adjacent to the retinotopic locus of the bar, but that study did not 399 find enhanced activation within the retinotopic representation of the figure as indicated 400 by the positive-sign activations we observed 57 . Reppas and colleagues 18 observed 401 positive-sign activation at the border of a motion-defined form, but found neither 402 negative-sign activation in the ground region nor positive-sign activation within the 403 figure region, as we see in our data. Next, we will consider how suppression in the 404 ground region could be driven by feedback from higher visual areas. 405
In Experiment 2, participants performed a demanding task at fixation that diverted 406 attention away from the changing disparity stimuli. Under these conditions, the negative-407 sign activation in the surround was unmeasurable in all three visual areas, while the 408 positive-sign activation at the figure region in V3 persisted. This suggests that the 409 suppression was driven by feedback related to top-down attention, which decreased when 410 participants no longer attended the figure. BOLD responses can be modulated by 411 attention in a spatially specific fashion as early as V1 [38] [39] [40] . If the surround suppression we 412 observe is in fact due to attention-related feedback, we would expect to see it throughout 413 early visual cortex, even in areas that are not sensitive to a boundary defined by relative 414 disparity. The fact that negative-sign activation is observable for relative motion stimuli 415 even at 6 degrees of retinal eccentricity in V1 is consistent with feedback from higher-416 level visual areas, as population receptive fields at this eccentricity, measured using 417 fMRI, are on the order of 2 degrees or less 58,59 . Finally, we note that disparity tuning in 418 IPS areas also disappeared when attention was captured at fixation, suggesting that these 419 areas may be sources of feedback to early visual areas. 420
A surprising aspect of our data is the apparent expansion of the enhanced 421 responses associated with the figure-region for disparity and motion-defined figures.
Here we propose an explanation for these results, based on the way that fMRI voxels 423 sample the visual field. Population receptive fields (pRFs) reflect a summary of the 424 receptive fields of neurons sampled by each fMRI voxel, 60 and are already quite large at 425 2º (>0.5º in V1, larger in V2 and V3 59 ). This means that sub-ROIs both inside and outside 426 the boundary will contain a mixture of voxels with pRFs that overlap with the boundary, 427
and voxels with pRFs that do not. In the contrast condition, when the B block drives the 428 surround as much as the A block drives the center, we would expect the sign reversal to 429 occur at the boundary. It in fact occurs just outside (see Figure 2A ), a bias that is likely 430 due to the fact pRFs increase in size towards the periphery. This means that it is more 431 likely that pRFs centered outside the disc will overlap with the disc than it is that pRFs 432 centered inside the disc will overlap with the annulus, resulting in a bias in disc responses 433 towards the periphery. 434 The stimuli for Experiment 1 were shown on a 47" Resonance Technology LCD 482 display and viewed through a mirror at a distance of 277 cm. This resulted in a presentation area of 12.1  21.2 º/visual angle, of which our stimuli occupied 12  12º. 484
The screen resolution was 1024 × 768 pixels, 8-bit color depth and a refresh rate of 60 485
Hz. In the relative disparity condition of Experiment 1, the mean luminance was 2.17 486 cd/m 2 and contrast was 60%, and stereoscopic stimuli were displayed using red/blue 487 anaglyph glasses, which were worn throughout the experiment. In the other two 488 conditions of Experiment 1, the mean luminance was 34.49 cd/m 2 and contrast was 90%. 489
In Experiment 2, the stimulus was viewed through Resonance Technology LCD goggles, 490 but the display parameters otherwise matched those used in the relative disparity 491 condition of Experiment 1. 492
For each stimulus condition, the display comprised a central 2º radius disk region 493 and an immediately adjacent 6º radius annulus. In the relative motion condition, the disk-494 boundary was defined using a random-dot kinematogram. In the relative disparity 495 condition, the disk and the annulus were defined using dynamic random-dot stereograms 496 with no monocular cues. For the relative disparity display, dot size was 5 minutes of arc 497 (arcmin) and dot density was 36 per (º/visual angle) 2 , while in the relative motion display, 498 dot size was 10.4 arcmin and dot density was 10 per (º/visual angle) 2 . We also ran a 499 boundary localizer condition in which the disk-annulus boundary was defined by a 500 contrast difference in texture patterns comprised of 1-dimensional noise which alternated 501 between horizontal and vertical orientations at 3 Hz. This condition allowed us to 502 compare the boundary activations found in the motion and disparity conditions to the 503 activations generated by a contrast-defined boundary to which all visual areas should be 504 highly sensitive. This localizer also served to verify the accuracy of the retinotopy 505 template 37 we used. 506
In the contrast condition, the central disk was presented in what we will refer to as 507 the "A block" of the fMRI design and alternated with the adjacent annulus configuration, 508 presented during the "B block" (see Figure 1A ). In the relative motion condition, the 509 horizontal positions of individual dots comprising a random dot pattern updated at 20 Hz. leading to a spatially segmented percept with a visible boundary between the disc and 514 annulus regions defined by relative motion, or in phase, leading to a uniform motion 515 percept with no boundary. In the A block of the fMRI design, the display alternated in a 516 square-wave fashion between uniform motion and segmented configurations at 1 Hz. In 517 the B block, only uniform motion was shown. Locally, each part of the display contained 518 dots that alternated between leftward and rightward motion, only the relative direction of 519 motion over the disk and annulus regions differed between A and B blocks. 520
In the relative disparity condition, the positions of individual dots updated at 20 521 Hz such that the dot fields were binocularly correlated but temporally uncorrelated (no 522 monocular cues). The horizontal disparity of the central disk and the annulus alternated at 523 2 Hz between 0 disparity and 20 arcmin of uncrossed disparity. In the A block, the disc 524 and annulus alternated in anti-phase, generating a spatially segmented percept with a 525 visible boundary between the disc and annulus regions defined by relative disparity. In 526 the B block, the disc and annulus alternated in phase, leading to a uniform motion percept 527 with no border. Thus, disparity modulated between 0 and 20 arcmin at all locations in 528 both A and B blocks, with only the relative disparity over the disk and annulus regions 529 differing between A and B blocks. Participants wore anaglyph glasses throughout the 530 experiment, but the contrast and motion condition were identical in both eyes and thus 531 effectively shown at 0 disparity. 532
In Experiment 2 we replicated the relative disparity condition from Experiment 1, 533 but introduced a rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP) task at fixation that served to 534 direct attention away from the stimulus. Subjects attended to a letter F, randomly oriented 535 and superimposed on the center of the display. At random times during a block the F 536 briefly turned into either a target letter, either L or T, followed by a new F that served as 537 a mask. On each change, subjects had to indicate with a button-press whether the target 538 letter was an L or a T. The target letter duration was adapted online using a staircase 539 procedure to stabilize performance at a constant level (~80% correct) during both A and 540 B blocks. 541 542 fMRI Experimental Procedure 543
We used a block design in which 12 s A blocks alternated periodically with 12 s B 544 blocks, yielding a 24 s base period for the paradigm that was repeated 10 times in what 545 we refer to as a "scan". The design is illustrated schematically in Figure 1 . Ten stimulus 546 cycles were shown per scan, with an additional half-cycle (one 12 s control block) being 547 shown in the beginning of the scan to allow the brain and the scanner to settle. The data 548 collected during this "dummy" period were removed from the fMRI time series data 549 before the data analysis. The disparity condition was not run for 2 out of 15 participants 550 in Experiment 1 because of technical issues. We acquired 4 scans per condition for each 551 participant in Experiment 1, except 3/15 participants for whom we acquired only 3 scans 552 for one or more of the conditions. In Experiment 2, we acquired 5 scans per participants, 553 except 2/10 for whom we only acquired 4 scans. After removing the dummy TRs, the fMRI data was preprocessed in AFNI 65 , 572 which included the following steps: slice-time correction, motion registration (the third 573 TR of the first scan was always used as base), scaling (each voxel was scaled to a mean 574 of 100, and values were clipped at 200), and de-trending (removing components 575 corresponding to the six motion registration parameters, as well as Legendre polynomials 576 of order 0 (constant signal), 1 (linear drift) and 2). 577
The remainder of the analysis was performed in MATLAB. The time-course data 578 were first averaged across the three scans for each condition, and then across the voxels 579 within each visual region-of-interest (ROI). We then applied a Fourier transform to the 580 average time-course for each ROI, omitted DC, multiplied the spectrum by 2 to get the 581 single sided spectrum, and scaled by dividing with the number of samples in the time-582 course. We selected the complex value at the stimulus frequency (10 cycles per scan) for 583 each participant, within each ROI, and used it for statistical analysis. For the whole-brain 584 analysis (see below), we performed the same Fourier analysis on a voxel-by-voxel basis, 585 without averaging across ROIs, which gave us a complex value at the stimulus frequency, 586 for every voxel in each participant. 587
588
Visual regions-of-interest 589
Topographically organized visual ROIs were derived from a probabilistic atlas 66 . 590
The atlas ROIs, defined by retinotopic mapping, included 25 ROIs covering 22 visual 591 areas in ~50 individual participants. The atlas first converts the surface data from each 592 individual to surface-based standardized space, and then converts the surface data from 593 each individual to surface-based standardized space 67 , finally assessing the likelihood, 594 across participants, of any particular vector on the standardized surface belonging to a 595 particular ROI 66 . The atlas was defined using a maximum probability approach, which 596 considers a given vector as part of the set of ROIs if it is more often found within the set, 597 than outside the set, across participants. If this is the case, the vector is then assigned the 598 value of the most likely ROI, and if not, it is considered to be outside the set of ROIs. The 599 maximum probability approach captures much of the overall structure of ROIs defined 600 for individual subjects and generalizes well to novel participants that did not contribute to 601 the atlas generation 66 . 602
We downloaded the atlas from 603 http://scholar.princeton.edu/sites/default/files/napl/files/probatlas_v4.zip and converted 604 the ROIs from standardized surface space to native surface space for each of our 605 participants, using nearest-neighbor interpolation. We removed vertices that were more than 1 edge away from the main cluster of each ROI, to ensure that all ROIs consisted 607 exclusively of contiguous vertices. This step eliminated small speckles, while having 608 minimal effect on the overall structure and extent of the ROIs. We then created a version 609 of the structural data set associated with the surface meshes that was registered to the 610 experiment data, and used that to convert the ROIs from surface space to volume space, 611 registering them to the experimental data. When multiple surface nodes were mapped to a 612 single voxel, the most common value across those nodes were assigned to the voxel. 613
Finally, the ROIs were resampled to match the resolution and extent of the experiment 614 data. We excluded four ROIs from our analysis, IPS4 and 5, TO2 and FEF, because of 615 their small size in the probabilistic atlas, and merged the dorsal and ventral segments of 616 V1, V2 and V3. This gave us a total of 18 bilateral ROIs to analyze. 617
To derive an independent estimate of the response in regions of early visual 618 cortex responding to different eccentricities in the visual field, we used a template 619 developed by Benson and colleagues 37 that accurately predicts the location and 620 retinotopic organization of early visual areas V1-V3, using only the cortical anatomy. 621
After transforming the template data to match the specific cortical topology of each 622 participant, we converted the eccentricity data in the template from surface space to 623 volume space, and registered and resampled to match the experimental data, using the 624 same approach as for the Wang ROIs. When multiple surface nodes were mapped to a 625 single voxel, the average eccentricity value across those nodes were assigned to the 626 voxel. We could now sub-divide the ROIs in early visual cortex, for each participant, by 627 selecting voxels within V1, V2 and V3 that were responsive to a given range of 628 eccentricities. We generated 24 sub-ROIs for each early visual area, centered on radii 629 ranging from 0.25 to 6.0º, separated by 0.25º, and each spanning 0.5º/vis. angle. 630 631
Vector-based statistics 632
We computed the average phase and amplitude at the stimulus frequency using a 633 vector-based approach, in which the real and imaginary part of the complex value was 634 averaged separately across participants, and then combined so that vector mean amplitude 635 and phase could be computed. Error bars were computed using a geometrical approach, 636 in which a two-dimensional error ellipse is computed, which describes the standard error of the mean response amplitude. The upper and lower error bounds were computed as the 638 longest and shortest vectors from the origin to the error ellipse a detailed describtion of 639 this approach can be found in 68 . All statistical tests for significance were run as 640
Hotelling's t 2 tests of the null hypothesis that the two-dimensional data set containing the 641 real and imaginary parts of the complex value at the stimulus frequency was equal to 642 [0,0] 69 . Note that this vector-based approach means that both amplitude and phase, and 643 their consistency across participants, contributes to our reported estimates of mean 644 amplitude, error and statistical significance. 645
We computed the sign of the responses by doing a linear fit with zero intercept of 646 the real and imaginary values associated with the contrast condition, averaged across 647 participants, within each of the eccentricity-based sub-divisions of V1. The amplitude of 648 the response to the contrast condition was high at most retinotopic locations, but response 649 phase varied with eccentricity. Values that were to the left and below a line orthogonal to 650 the fit line were given negative phase signs (weaker responses to the A block than B 651 block), while values above and to the right were given positive phase signs (stronger 652 responses to the A block than B block). The contrast-based fit was used for all conditions. 653
We multiplied mean amplitude with phase sign in the ROI plots, to illustrate the phase of 654 the ROIs response. 655 656
Whole-brain analysis 657
To provide an overview of the effect of our conditions across the whole brain, and 658 account for any potential effects outside our set of visual ROIs, we mapped the complex 659 values at each voxel onto a standardized cortical surface, for each participant. This 660 surface-based alignment offers several advantages over volume-based approaches to 661 group analysis 70 , most importantly by considering the structure of cortical sulci and gyri, 662 as opposed to Talairach registration and other types cross-subject normalization in 663 volume-space, which is likely to blur activations across neighboring banks of a sulcus 71 . 664
After surface-based alignment, we used the real and imaginary parts of the complex value 665 at the stimulus frequency, at each surface node across participants, to compute mean 666 amplitude and phase using the same vector-based approach applied to the ROI data. We also performed the Hotelling's t 2 test for significance as described above, for each node 668 on the surface, and used that for thresholding the surface data. 
